ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Webview materialization is a technique to improve query response time in data-intensive websites (DIWS). DIWS are characterized by a high volume of data stored in structured databases. The webview materialization resembles to the view materialization in databases and data warehouses [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 22] . This technique aims to reduce the cost of generating data from databases to serve repetitive user queries. Its principle is to store and then update the results of some repetitive queries that need an access to the data sources of the website. These results represent the materialized webviews which are instances of dynamic web pages. A webview is said profitable if its access cost is greater than its maintenance cost. In this case it is recommended for the materialization. When a user sends a request, the server checks whether this request has a response in the materialized webview repository or not. Then it serves the user query either from the materialized webview repository or by making access to the databases of the DIWS.
A policy of webview selection should respond to three questions: (i) when do we execute and reexecute the selection algorithm? (ii) How do we identify the materialized objects? And (iii) what are the constraints to be applied in order to respect the resources capacities? The result of each execution of the selection algorithm is called materialization plan [19] . This plan specifies the state of each candidate webview: materialized or not. So, the first question of a selection policy is about the replacement period of the materialization plan that is the time interval between each two consecutive executions of the selection algorithm. The second question is about the cost model which is used to evaluate the webview contribution. In general, this contribution depends on the access and the maintenance costs which depend on the frequencies and the time responses of the requests.
In data warehouse environment, the view materialization was static that is the materialization system intervenes at regular and long time periods to refresh the materialization plan. This make the intervention cost low because the executions of the selection algorithm are less frequent. On the web, the materialization should be dynamic that is depending on the variation of the access and maintenance cost, the webview materialization system should intervene online to calibrate the materialization plan. The advantage of this dynamic selection and refreshment of materialization plan is the online reaction to the variation of the materialization plan profitability. In other words when the materialization plan becomes not profitable (the maintenance cost of materialized webviews becomes greater than their access cost) then it should be refreshed by the system. The major disadvantage of the dynamic or online selection of materialized webviews is the high intervention cost.
In order to resolve the problem of high intervention cost of online webview selection, we propose in this paper to filter the candidate webviews at regular periods of time, called selection periods or sp. Our idea is that at the beginning of each selection period we should estimate the webviews which will be profitable along that is the webviews with positive contribution (high access cost and less maintenance cost). The specified webviews are considered as the candidate webviews for the algorithm of webviews selection. In other words, if there is an online selection or refreshment of the materialization plan along , the selection algorithm will use only these specified webviews. The aim of this filtering is to reduce the number of candidate webviews which will improve the complexity and the execution cost of the online selection algorithm. So, the main contribution of our solution is to improve the intervention cost. We have applied the web usage mining to filter the candidate webviews.
In the next section we will present the related works. The section 3 presents our solution. We illustrate our approach by an example. The section 4 describes the experiment results. The section 5 is the conclusion.
RELATED WORKS
The materialization has been widely used in database and data warehouse environments as a technique to improve query response time. On the web, the data materialization has mainly treated by A. Labrinidis and N. Roussopoulos [18, 19, 20, 21] . In [21] they have compared the different forms of data materialization on the DIWS. These forms are: virtual webview, materialized webview on the web server, materialized view on the database. The experiment results have shown that the materialization of webviews is the best form. In [9] , we have combined the materialization of webview and the materialization of view and we have found that this form is the best. In [19] A. Labrinidis and N. Roussopoulos have proposed a cost model to select materialized webviews. This model is defined by two metrics which are introduced by the authors: the quality of service (QoS) which represents the access rate to materialized data and the quality of data (QoD) which represents the access rate to fresh data. So, the QoS illustrate the query response time. In [20] A. Labrinidis and N. Roussopoulos have developed a complete approach, called OVIS(θ), for the online selection of materialized webviews. This approach presents the selection problem as a combinatorial optimization problem. It consists of maximizing the QoS under the constraint to respect a degree of QoD which is specified by θ. The techniques of data mining have recently been used to the selection of materialized data either on data warehouse [4, 5, 6, 22] or on the web [10, 11, 23] . In [23] , S. Saidi et al. have proposed an approach that firstly analyzes the historic of user navigation and then selects the set of materialized webview which improve the query response time and respect maintenance and storage constraints.
So, after the analysis of these works we have remarked that the online intervention may take a long time because of the complexity of the selection algorithm, the high intervention frequency or the high number of candidate webviews. This long time may decrease the server performance and consequently it will have a negative impact on the query response time. In this paper we present an approach to improve this intervention load. Our solution consists of reducing the number of candidate webviews which affect the intervention load.
To the best of our knowledge, the intervention load has not yet been treated in the approaches of materialized webview selection. Also, we are not aware of any work filtering webviews for the online selection.
APPROACH PRESENTATION

Principle
To recommend candidate webviews we intervene at regular periods. We call these periods "selection period" or sp. The set of candidate webviews is filtered at the beginning of each sp. The rules which are used to filter the candidate webviews are regularly created at a multiple of sp, for example at each 2 sp, 3 sp…. We have applied web usage mining tools to produce these rules. Figure 1 summarizes the general principle of our approach. \ In the rest of this section we will explain how filtering the candidate webviews.
Filtering candidate webviews
We have used the web usage mining to analyze the historic of access and maintenance queries. In particular, we have applied sequential patterns and association rules as techniques of web usage mining. Then we deduce the rules that should be used to recommend the candidate webviews. So, the steps that we propose to filter candidate webviews are the following:
-Analyze the navigation and the maintenance historic -Search the frequent sequential patterns -Apply the frequent sequential patterns to filter webviews -Search the frequent association rules -Apply the frequent association rules to filter webviews -Apply the cost model to recommend webviews
Analyze the navigation and the maintenance historic
The analysis of the historic consists of identifying the profitable webviews for each sp. That is the webviews which have a cost access greater than the maintenance cost along the specified sp. We have represented the result of this analysis in a matrix H as follow:
( , ) = 1 0
Search the frequent sequential patterns
Sequential patterns are introduced in [3] . They consist of detecting the frequent sequential behaviors in a set of transactions. In our case, we have used this technique to detect the frequent sequences of profitable webviews. For example the frequent sequence of profitable webviews (AB)(BCD)(DE) means that along several sequences of selection periods of the form , , , the webviews A and B have produced a materialization profit along , the webviews B, C and D have produced a materialization profit along , and the webviews D and E have produced a materialization profit along . To extract all the frequent sequential patterns we have applied the algorithm cSPADE [25] on the matrix H.
Apply the frequent sequential patterns to filter webviews
The frequent sequential founded after applying the algorithm cSPADE are used to filter the candidate webviews. Our idea is as follow:
Suppose that we are at the end of that is we should filter candidate webview to the period . If we have a frequent sequence of profitable webviews of the form (AB)(BCD)(DE) and if the webviews A and B were profitable along and the webviews B, C and D were profitable along so we can conclude that there is a positive probability that the webviews D and E will be profitable along . We call this probability materialization weight. So, for each webview there is specific materialization weight.
To calculate the materialization weight of a webview we have proposed an algorithm in [10] . This weight depends on the number of sequential patterns that may be used to filter the webview and the values of these sequential patterns. The value of sequential patterns is defined as follow:
( ) represents the support of that is the frequency of the sequence . This frequency is extracted from the matrix H.
( ( )) represents the number of webviews in the antecedents of the sequence . The antecedents of a sequence are the profitable webviews of the recent selection periods. In the example here above, if we suppose that
We have chosen the antecedents of the sequential patterns in formula 1 because they represent the indicators to the profitability of the webviews of the consequence of the sequence which is in our example (DE).
The materialization weight of a webview is defined as follow:
) (2) ( ) is the set of valid sequential patterns of . A sequence is said valid for if it is (i) frequent,(ii) its antecedents are recently meted that is the webviews of its antecedents were profitable along the recent periods, and (iii) it has in its consequence. The recommended webviews are those having a strictly positive materialization weight that is ( ) > 0 . In formula 2 we have made a compromise between two main parameters: the weights of the sequential patterns and their number. So, the most recommended webviews will be those having a high number of sequential patterns with high weights.
The result of this step is a set of filtered webviews FWSP (Filtered Webviews by Sequential Patterns). In the next steps we will apply a second technique of web usage mining to filter other webviews which are not in FWSP. This technique is the association rules.
Search the frequent association rules
Association rules are introduced in [1] . They consist of searching correlations between items in a base of transactions. In our context we use association rules to search the correlations between profitable webviews. These correlations between webviews are based on the state of profitability. So, some webviews are correlated either because they share the same sources and so they have the same maintenance cost or because they share the same access path and so they have the same access cost. Consequently these webviews will have the same states of profitability. An association rule is represented as follow:
( %, %): → % is the percentage of the transactions that contains the sets X and Y. % is said the support of R.
% is the percentage of the transactions containing Y from those containing X. % is said the confidence of R.
In our context, a% is the percentage of the selection periods which have the webviews of the sets X and Y as profitable webviews. % is the percentage of the selection periods along which the webviews of Y have produced a profit from those along which the webviews of X have produced a profit.
In order to avoid re-filter webviews which are filtered by the sequential patterns we have chosen to search binary association rules between two sets of webviews: FWSP et (not Filtered Webviews by Sequential Patterns). Binary association rule means that the number of the items of X and Y is one. We have chosen binary association rules in order to exploit the materialization weight of the webviews of FWSP. So, the materialization weight to be calculated to filter webviews based on the association rules will depend of the parameters of the association rules (support and confidence) and of the materialization weight calculated by the sequential patterns. Figure 2 summarizes how to apply the association rules to filter webviews. Valid association rules means that the antecedent (X) of the rule R should be included in FWSP and the consequence of R should be included in . The set of binary and valid association rules of a webview is ( ). To extract the association rules we have used the algorithm CBAR [24] and FAST [2] . The first allows searching the frequent itemsets. The second is used to identify the frequent association rules.
Apply the frequent association rules to filter webviews
After searching the association rules, we have developed an algorithm, which is published in [11] , to filter the webviews. This filtering is based on the materialization weight ( ). To calculate this weight we have firstly evaluated the binary and valid association rules. That is we have calculated a weight for each rule ∈ ( ) as follow:
The materialization weight of a webviews ∈ is defined as follow:
In formula 4 we have considered a compromise between the values of the association rules, the values of their antecedents and the number of valid association rules. Consequently, the most recommended webviews will be those having a high number of valid association rules with high weights.
After this step, a webview is filtered either because ( ) > 0 or because ( ) > 0 .
Apply the cost model to recommend webviews
The materialization weight calculated either by the sequential patterns of by association rules is an indicator of the webview profitability. This indicator is extracted from a long or width historic.
But on the web, the variation of the webview profitability is very frequent because of the events which may occur at any moment. For example, a webview may be deleted, the interest to a webview may be changed, the sources of a webview may be changed and so the variation of the maintenance cost of this webview will be modified. For all these reasons, we propose to test the result of the previous steps of filtering candidate webviews. This test consists of calculating for each filtered webview the average materialization profit. This average value is calculated from some recent selection periods. Our idea is to verify if the filtered webviews still used and still provide a profit. So the average profit is defined by formula 5:
In formula 5:
-n: is the index of the last and recent selection period.
-Profit (w , sp ): the average materialization profit of w calculated at the end of the selection period sp ; -x: is the number of the recent selection periods which are used to calculate the average of the materialization profit. -profit(w , sp ): the materialization profit of w along the selection period sp -The cost model that we have used to recommend webviews is represented by that formula 6:
With this model we impose that a webview is recommended as a candidate webviews only if: (i) it is recommend by the sequential pattern ( ( ) > 0) or it is recommend by the association rules ( ( ) > 0); and (ii) it has a positive average materialization profit.
Example
In this example we will illustrate the steps of filtering candidate webviews.
Suppose that after analyzing the navigation and the maintenance historic we have found the following matrix of profitable webviews. The value 1 means that the webview has produced a profit along the selection period . The value 0 means that the webview has produced a loss along the selection period . In order to apply the cSPADE algorithm for the extraction of sequential patterns we should define the width of the sequences that is the number of transactions to be considered in each sequence. In our context, this width will correspond to the number of selection periods to be considered in each sequence. Based on the data of table 1 we have constructed the sequences of profitable webviews which are presented in table 2. The width of these sequences is fixed to 4.
The first sequence of table 2 means: the webviews A, B, D, E and F were profitable along , the webviews B, C and E were profitable along , the webviews A, D and F were profitable along and the webviews A, B, C, D, E and F were profitable along . Now, the algorithm cSPADE will search the frequent sequential patterns in these sequences. For this reason we should define the minimal support ( ) which is the reference to decide if a sequential pattern is considered frequent or not. The width of the sequences and the minimal support are the entry parameters of cSPADE. For example if we consider that the is 30% then we have the frequent sequential patterns which are presented in table 3. This set of sequential patterns is not complete but it contains just some examples. The support represents the frequency of the sequential patterns. The first example of sequential patterns called means that the webviews A and B were profitable along , the webview D was profitable along , the webview D was profitable along and the webviews B, D were profitable along . In addition, is included in three sequences of table2. Consequently its frequency or support is 3/9 = 33%. Since its support is greater than the it is considered as frequent. Table 3 . Examples of frequent sequential patterns.
Id
Sequential patterns Supports
6/9= 67% Now, we suppose that we are at the end of the selection period and we should filter candidate webviews for the selection period . Firstly we search, for each webview of the set {A, B, C, D, E, F}, the set of valid sequential VS from the sequences of table 3. So:
-VS(A)={}. The only frequent sequence from table 3 that can be used to filter A is s . This is because the consequence of s ,which is the last set of webviews (ABDEF), contains A. But since the antecedents of s does not contains in the recent historic, s is considered as not valid for the webview A. The antecedents of s are the sets of webviews (BDE) (CE) (DF). The recent historic is composed of the sets of profitable webviews of sp , sp , sp which are (ABDF) (ABCDEF) (BDE). So {B, D, E} {A, B, D, F} and {D, F} {B, D, E} . In other words there is no indicator in the recent historic that s will be occurred and that its consequence will be met in the next selection period.
-VS(B) = {s }. This is because B belongs to the consequence of s that is B {BD} and the antecedents of s are included in the recent historic. Since the webview D has more valid sequences with high weights it becomes the most recommended webview and we can remark this from the values of the materialization weights.
After this step we have two sets of webviews: those filtered by the sequential patterns FWSP={B,D} and those not Filtered = { , , , }. We should now search and apply association rules to filter webviews from the set . For this reason we apply the algorithms CBAR and FAST on the matrix H represented by table 1. The entries of the algorithm FAST are the minimal support ( ) and the minimal confidence ( ) which are needed to decide if the association rule is frequent or not. An association rule is considered frequent if and only if its support is greater than and its confidence is greater than . In table 4 we have represented some binary and frequent association rules when the = 30% and the = 50%. The weights of rules are calculated according to formula 3. This list of association rules is not complete but it just represents some examples of rules. Consequently, we will filter webviews according to this list. The association rule means that along 6 selection periods out of 12, the webviews A and B were both profitable and that along 6 selection periods out of the 9, where B was profitable, A was also profitable. The association rules , , and are not valid because their antecedents, which are respectively E, E, F and A do not belong to FWSP. Also, and are not valid because their consequences, which are respectively B and D, do not belong to .
The sets of binary and valid association rules for the webviews of are: Now, we will use the definition of the materialization profit, which is proposed in [19] , to calculate the average materialization profit. This definition is simple and it is written as follow:
In [19] , the authors suppose that the cost of an access query to virtual (not materialized) version of a webview and the cost of a maintenance query of materialized version of are equals. Consequently, if the access frequency of is greater than its maintenance frequency then it materialization will be profitable. In other words, if the result of formula 7 is greater than 1 then is considered profitable. They have used 1 in the denominator in order to produce a legal number when the maintenance frequency is equal to zero.
In this example we suppose that the number of recent periods to be used for the calculation of the average materialization profit is = 5. We suppose that the access and the maintenance frequencies of the webviews A, B, D and F are those in table 5. In this table we have calculated the average materialization profit according to formula 7.
So from table 5 we deduce that the webview F will not be recommended because its average profit is less than 1. The result after applying the cost model defined by formula 6 will be negative. This is because the materialization weight of F, which is founded by applying association rules, is positive however this webview F has produced a loss of materialization over the recent 5 selection periods since the result of applying formula 7 has given in table 5 a value less than 1. 
EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments we have implemented 5 versions of a DIWS. In the first version we have implemented 100 webviews, in the second 250, in the third 500, in the fourth 750, and in the fifth 1000 webviews. The DIWS that we have implemented concerns an online library and the webviews represent the description pages of books, the lists of books by theme, by author,… In order to construct the access and the maintenance historic we have simulated the load of DIWS over four weeks. We have fixed the length of the selection period to 12 hours. In these simulations, the access query frequency is fixed to 5 queries by second and the maintenance query frequency is fixed to 1 query by second. The extraction algorithms of sequential patterns and association rules are executed at the end of each week that is after 14 selections periods. For the filtering of materialized webviews we have used the following parameters:
-The width of sequences which is used to extract sequential patterns is 3; -The minimal support used to extract the sequential patterns is 50%; -The minimal support used to extract the association rules is 30%; -The minimal confidence used to extract the association rules is 50%;
In order to evaluate our approach we have compared 4 cost models for the filtering of materialized webviews which are:
-Recommendation based on the average profit that is a webview w is recommended only if Profit (w , sp ) > 0 ; -Recommendation based on the materialization weights that is a webview w is recommended only if max{weight (w ), weight (w )} > 0 -Recommendation based on the cost model defined by formula 7 that is a webview w is recommended only if max{weight (w ), weight (w )} × Profit (w , sp ) > 0 -Recommendation based on the method RPE (Reverse Prediction Error method) which is applied in [20] . RPE allows the estimation of the future value áof a parameter from its recent past values a and m. It is defined as follow: á= (1 − g). a + g. m with g ∈ [0,1]. In [20] , the authors have used this method to estimate the access frequency and the maintenance frequency of the webviews in the next period sp . So, to estimate the access frequency they have considered a as the value of the access frequency along sp and m its value along sp . They apply the same policy to estimate the maintenance frequency. Then they estimate the materialization profit, based on the estimated access and maintenance frequencies, to recommend the materialized webviews.
In the fourth week we have applied, in parallel with the simulation, the 4 cost models for the recommendation of materialized webviews. For each model we have materialized the recommended webviews. Then and for each selection period:
-We identify the set of profitable webviews and the set of not profitable ones; -We calculate the quality of data (QoD) produced by the set of recommended webviews.
The QoD represent the rate of access to fresh data. It demonstrates the impact of the materialized webviews on the maintenance load. In other words when the maintenance of the materialized webviews is not costly the QoD will be improved; -We calculate the quality of service (QoS) produced by the set of recommended webviews. The QoS represents the query response time.
In the first experiment we have studied the success rate of webview recommendation on the DIWS with 100 webviews. For this reason we have applied the method presented in table 6 to measure the success rate. In table 6 we have two types of recommendation models: recommendation by using materialization weight (mw) and recommendation based on the recent historic. In the first type we are not sure that the materialization of the webview will produce a profit. But we have a probability ( ) ( ) that the materialization of will produce a profit and a probability (1 − ( )) that the materialization of will produce a materialization loss. In the second type we are either sure from the profitability of the materialization of or sure from its materialization loss. In the first case the probability of recommendation is 100% and in second case the probability of recommendation is 0%. Consequently, to evaluate the recommendation decisions we have affected for each couple (decision, cost model) the corresponding probability. For example if we recommend, at the beginning of , the webview with our cost model and if the materialization of has produced a profit along then our decision costs ( ) else it costs 1 − ( ). If we recommend, at the beginning of , the webview with RPE model and if the materialization of has produced a profit along then this decision costs 1 else it costs 0. Table 6 . A method for calculating success rate. To calculate the average success rates we have calculated the averages of the values of the recommendation decisions of the 100 webviews over the 14 selection periods. These rates are presented in figure 3 . The results of this experiment show that our cost model is the best for the recommendation of candidate webviews. In the future work we will demonstrate how to exploit these probabilities of recommendation in the selection of materialized webviews.
Values of recommendation decisions
In the second experiment we have compared the average QoD and QoS produced by applying the cost models: our cost model and RPE. In this experiment we have studied the variation of these parameters according to the size of the DIWS. The size of DIWS is illustrated by the number of webviews. The results of this experiment are presented in table 7. The results of this experiment show that the webviews recommended by our cost model are more profitable than those recommended by RPE for the 5 versions of DIWS. Compared with RPE, the recommended webviews of our cost model are characterized by a small maintenance cost which has improved the QoD. Also, they are characterized by a good contribution in the improvement of query response time which is illustrated by the improvement of QoS. This improvement is more important in the DIWS with high size. This is because in such DIWS the number of candidate webviews is high which makes the access and maintenance queries distributed over a big number of webviews. Consequently, the repetition of the recent behaviors (of the recent historic) will be less probably. In such case it is necessary to study the wide historic in order to well recommending the candidate webviews. In table 7, this improvement has exceeded 50% for the DIWS with 1000 webviews that is we have reduced the QoS of RPE which is 20.04 ms to 9.11 ms.
As a general conclusion from all these experiments, our cost model for the recommendation of candidate webviews has exceed the existing models to the improvement of both QoD and QoS. Our model is more efficient for the DIWS with high size. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a cost model for the recommendation of materialized webviews. Our main contribution is to filter at regular periods of time the candidate webviews. The aim is to reduce the cost of online selection of materialized webview. Our experiment results have shown that the proposed cost model can improve the query response time of DIWS with different size without decreasing the degree of QoD. They have shown also that, compared to existing models, our solution is more efficient for the DIWS with high size. In the future works we will attempt to integrate this model in a complete approach for the online selection of materialized webview.
